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3M brand Floor Sweeper
section handle

Assembly

To assemble the handle, insert the tapered
end of each friction-fit handle section
into the ring-marked end of another
friction-fit handle section, applying
Moderate connecting pressure
And a clockwise twist.
Next insert the tapered end of
The top friction-fit handle
section into the ring-marked
end of the handle section
with hand grip using the
Finally, place the ringsame pressure twist
marked end of the bottom
Technique.
friction-fit handle section
over the stud extending
from top center of the
body of the sweeper

Emptying Debris Boxes
Debris is collected in the two debris boxes
that must be removed to be emptied.

Rotorblade Removal and Cleaning
The rotorblades can be easily removed for cleaning or
replacement.
To remove a rotorblade, with your thumb push out on
one of the square metal tabs at either end of the
rotorblade. At the same time, grip the center of the
rotorblade with the thumb and forefinger of the other
hand and pull up gently.
Release the other
End by pushing
Out on the
Opposite metal
tab and lifting
The rotorblade
Out.
To reinsert the rotorblade, center it in its cavity and
gently press down on the end until it snaps in place.
The rotorblades
can be cleaned
by rinsing
them
with warm water.
3M 6000 FLOOR SWEEPER
6320
Complete handle assembly - friction type
6334
1 dust bin assembly
6360
1 Rotorblade assembly*
6365
10 axle caps
6366
4 large wheel assemblies
(4 wheels, 4 axles, and 4 axle caps)
6367
4 small wheel assemblies
(4 wheels, 4 axles, and 4 axle caps)
6368
2 center wheel assemblies
(2 wheels, 2 axles, 2 axles caps, and 2 buckle rings)
6369
Maintenance kit
(2 ea 6360, 1 ea. 6365)
6370
Maintenance kit
(2 ea 6360. 1 ea, 6366, 1 ea 6367, 1 ea 6368

To remove, raise the handle
and lift out the debris box.
To reinsert the debris box,
simply reverse the above
procedure.
Note:The sweeper should not be used to pick up burning
or glowing materials such as ashes or cigarettes.
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* BEFORE REPLACING ROTORBLADES IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT THE SWEEPER BE
THOROUGHLY CLEANED AND INSPECTED TO MAKE CERTAIN THAT ALL PARTS ARE IN GOOD
OPERATING CONDITION.

